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1 Introduction 

The Writhlington Trust have a requirement to improve outdoor play provision at the 

Somer Valley Adventure Play Park in Midsomer Norton, by replacing existing outdoor 

activity equipment to create an engaging and innovative community space 

surrounding the Leisure Centre. 

 

Cognisant Research (Cognisant) was commissioned with Michael Auton Consultancy 

to undertake a community engagement exercise to understand needs of local people 

in terms of the equipment and facilities they want. 

 

This report sets out the results of this study covering three key areas: 

 

- Play Park Use 

- Preferred Play Park Features 

- Play Park Features residents have issues with 
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2 Management Summary  

The qualitative research highlighted that the Leisure Centre in Midsomer Norton and 

the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park, are known within the town as a hub for 

outdoor leisure and recreation, supporting the case for play equipment at the Leisure 

Centre site. Two thirds (66%) of the respondents to the online survey indicated that 

they had used the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park. The next most frequently 

accessed park was West Clewes at 38%, followed by the Tom Hyton Park at 30%.  

Respondents to the online survey were asked whether there were any play parks 

they chose not to use. Whilst two thirds (66%) indicated that this was not the case, 

15% identified the park at Hillside Crescent as one they chose not to go to, followed 

by 10% of respondents identifying Spencer Drive, Greenacre Road and Clapton 

Road respectively. The Somer Valley Play Park was identified by only 8% of 

respondents as being a place respondents chose not to go to. 

Looking specifically at the feedback provided about the Somer Valley Play Park, the 

variety of equipment was a key feature in its popularity, especially the climbing 

apparatus. However, its most popular aspect was its accessibility, with respondents 

to the online survey saying it was very easy to get to and had good accessibility to 

other local amenities. However, respondents to the online survey were also quick to 

highlight how run down the play park had become. Concerns were also raised about 

security, in terms of the lack of fencing allowing children to run into the road.  

There was also criticism of a lack of equipment for pre-school children and the 

cleanliness of the sand pit. Comments were also made about the importance of 

having equipment that was accessible to children and young people with disabilities. 

The research gave an insight into whom was using the play park, as well as when 

and how they were getting there: 

• In terms of the age of the children respondents took to the play park, nearly two 

thirds (65%) of identified children were aged 4 to 7 years old. Nearly half of 

respondents (45%) indicated they took children 8 to 11 years old, with a third 

(33%) indicating they took children 3 years old or younger. 

• In terms of the times of day people accessed their favourite play park, weekends 

were more popular than during the week, with 1pm to 5pm the most popular time 

of the day in both categories. 

• Asked how they usually travel to their favourite play park, half of the respondents 

to the online survey indicated that they drive. Only 1% of respondents caught the 

bus, whilst 46% travelled on foot. 

In terms of shaping future investment in the play park to best meet the needs of the 

local community, the research identified the following key factors for consideration:  
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• Respondents to the online survey were asked what it was they liked about their 

favourite park. Variety of equipment was the most common theme, identified in 

over a third (37%) of the comments.  

• In terms of the feedback from the focus groups, security was the strongest theme 

articulated by parents participating in this study. Parents, particularly of Primary 

School aged children were very keen for parks to be fenced off, so that children 

couldn’t run out into the road. Good visibility was also important, particularly in 
areas where children of different ages would play in different parts of the park. 

 

• From the childrens’ perspective, it was only the Primary School aged children who 

expressed a preference for the type of park they liked, with a good variety of 

equipment proving a strong theme. At Secondary School age, the children were 

more interested in meeting their friends, having a place to go where they could 

socialise, preferably with cover from the elements. 

 

• When asked about what is important to a family’s outdoor time together, safe play 
equipment scored Very important by 91% of respondents to the online survey, 

whilst the quality and maintenance of that equipment was also rated Very 

important by 88%. This finding was also supported by the qualitative discussions 

which highlighted the importance of equipment being safe and in good condition, 

as well as regularly checked.  

• Asked whether they had a preference for traditional play park equipment or 

adventurous activity equipment, the majority of respondents to the online survey 

(71%) indicated a preference for a mixture of both. 
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3 Methodology 

Working in partnership with Michael Auton Consultancy and the Writhlington Trust 

(Writhlington), Cognisant delivered a primary research study to establish the priorities 

of local people for play park provision in and around Midsomer Norton, with a variety 

of different stakeholder groups, including young people, interested in utilising the 

space around the Leisure Centre. 

 

Cognisant conducted a multi-method study involving face-to-face discussions, focus 

groups and an online survey, with the research taking place from February 15th 2022 

through to March 17th 2022. A full list of the stakeholder groups, engagement 

activities and the dates they ran can be found in Table 1, below.  

Table 1 – Research Activities 

Stakeholder Group  
Activity Participants Date 

General Public (advertised via Dragonfly Trust 

Social Media and the local Press). Online Survey 

344 February 

15th to 

March 18th 

Dragonfly Trust Members 

Face-to-Face 

Meeting 

1 Feb 24th 

MSN Primary Pre School Parents Focus Group 3 March 17th 

MSN Primary School Parents Focus Group 6 March 3rd 

MSN Primary School Pupils Focus Group 12 March 3rd 

Norton Hill Pupils Focus Group 

12 March 4th 

 

Fosse Way Pupils Focus Group 4 March 17th 

Youth Works South West 

Face-to-Face 

Meeting 

6 March 15th 

 

3.1 Online Survey Respondents 

Looking specifically at the online survey, the overwhelming proportion of respondents 

were female (90%). In terms of their interest in play park provisions, 84% of 

respondents identified as Parents of children using the parks and 7% as 

Grandparents. In terms of the age of the online respondents, 72% were aged 25 to 

44 and 22% were aged 45 to 64.  
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4 Results 

This section of the report sets out the results of this study, covering three key areas: 

 

- Play Park Use 

- Desirable Play Park Features 

- Undesirable Play Park Features 

 

These results are heavily influenced by the online survey, referenced in section 3.1, 

with additional qualitative information coming from the face-to-face and group 

discussions with parents and children. 

 

4.1 Play Park Use 

The results in this section of the report explore the different play parks in and around 

Midsomer Norton, identifying where they are, the different types of users they have 

and how frequently people are visiting them. 

4.1.1 Age of Children 

Respondents were asked the age of the children they took to the play park, with 

nearly two thirds (65%) of respondents identifying that they took children aged 4 to 7 

years old. Nearly half of respondents (45%) indicated they took children 8 to 11 years 

old, with a third (33%) indicating they took children 3 years old or younger, as shown 

in Figure 1, below.  

Figure 1 – Age of Children Taken to Play Parks 
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4.1.2 Play Parks Visited 

Respondents were asked which local play parks they took their children to and were 

provided with a list to choose from, informed by a Play Park audit of provision 

immediately in and around Midsomer Norton, undertaken at the outset of this 

exercise by Michael Auton Consultancy, which can be found in Appendix 1. 

Two thirds (66%) of the respondents to the online survey indicated that they had 

used the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park. The next most frequently accessed park 

was West Clewes at 38%, followed by the Tom Hyton Park at 30%. However, Other 

Parks accounted for 44% of responses to this question, indicating a significant 

amount of use of play parks outside the immediate Midsomer Norton area, as shown 

in Figure 2, below. 

Figure 2 – Play Parks Used 

 

An analysis of the Other Parks referenced by respondents found the following to be 

most common: 

▪ Collet Park, Shepton Mallet 

▪ Wells Recreation Ground, Wells 

▪ Victoria Park, Bath 

▪ Shakespeare Road, Westfield 

▪ Radstock Recreation Ground, Radstock 

▪ Kilmersdon Playing Field 

▪ Beacon Field, Peasedown St John 
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▪ Stratton on the Fosse Community Gardens 

Data was also collected from respondents on the frequency with which they visited 

the parks they identified in the online survey. Overall, a fifth (20%) of respondents 

visited a play park once a week, rising to nearly a third (31%) who visited once a 

month. Analysing the results by park, the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park largely 

followed the overall trend. However, respondents identifying the Other category of 

park significantly out performed those identified by the initial audit, with nearly a third 

(32%) of respondents indicating that they visited their chosen park at least once a 

week, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 – Play Park Use 

 
 

4.2 Desirable Play Park Features 

Having established which parks respondents had visited and how frequently, 

respondents were asked to identify which was their favourite park to visit. 

 

Despite the fact that it is currently limited in its provision, the Somer Valley Adventure 

Play Park was identified as the most popular amongst a quarter (25%) of the 

respondents to the online survey, followed by the Tom Hyton Park at 17% and West 

Clewes at 16%. However, the leading category, with nearly a third (31%) of 

preferences, was the Other Park option, as shown in Figure 4, below. 
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Figure 4 – Favourite Play Park 

 
 

Respondents to the online survey were asked what it was they liked about their 

favourite park. Variety of equipment was the most common theme, identified in over a 

third (37%) of the comments. Security was another popular feature, identified by 9% 

of online respondents. 

 

“Good range of equipment for old and young. Contained so that you can see your 

child from wherever you are standing in the park. Feels secure.” 
 

Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

Accessibility was also another common theme, with the online survey respondents 

talking about preferring play parks that were “convenient” to get to and “close to 
home”. A pie chart setting out all the coding captured from this question can be found 

in Figure 5, below. 
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Figure 5 - Popular Play Park Features 

 

 

In terms of the feedback from the focus groups, security was the strongest theme 

articulated by parents participating in this study. Parents, particularly of Primary 

School aged children were very keen for parks to be fenced off, so that children 

couldn’t run out into the road. Good visibility was also important, particularly in areas 

where children of different ages would play in different parts of the park. 

 

From the childrens’ perspective, it was only the Primary School aged children who 

expressed a preference for the type of park they liked, with a good variety of 

equipment proving a strong theme. At Secondary School age, the children were more 

interested in meeting their friends, having a place to go where they could socialise, 

preferably with cover from the elements. 

 

 

4.2.1 Somer Valley Adventure Play Park 

Looking specifically at the feedback provided about the Somer Valley Play Park, the 

variety of equipment was a key feature, especially the climbing apparatus. However, 

its most popular aspect was its accessibility, with respondents to the online survey 

saying it was very easy to get to and had good accessibility to other local amenities. 
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“Ease of location and parking, distance to town, safety as children know a lot of the 

staff from sports lessons, on site toilet and refreshment facilities, good meeting point. 

Also the facilities and safety of the park before the current issues and the fact that the 

sand used to be cleaned/raked daily.” 

Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

4.2.2 Travel to Favourite Play Park 

Asked how they usually travel to their favourite play park, half of the respondents to 

the online survey indicated that they drive. Only 1% of respondents caught the bus, 

whilst 46% travelling on foot, as shown in Figure 6, below. 

Figure 6 – Travel to Favourite Play Park 

 
 

Asked whether their visit to their favourite play park was part of another activity, only 

27% of respondents to the online survey indicated that it was. Exercise was one of 

the most popular activities identified, with respondents to the online survey reporting 

that they visited play parks when running or walking pets.  

In terms of visits to the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park, respondents highlighted 

using the sports centre and the swimming pool, as another activity that also led to 

their children using the play park, a theme which also came out of the qualitative 

discussions. Other popular activities related to play park use included meeting friends 

and shopping. 
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4.2.3 Timings of Play Park Use 

In terms of the times of day people accessed their favourite play park, weekends 

were more popular than during the week, with 1pm to 5pm the most popular time of 

the day in both categories, as shown in Figure 7, below. 

Figure 7 – Timings of Favourite Play Park Visits 

 
 

 

4.2.4 The Play Park Experience 

When asked about what is important to a family’s outdoor time together, safe play 
equipment scored very highly with 91% of respondents to the online survey rating this 

as Very important, whilst the quality and maintenance of that equipment was also 

rated Very important by 88%. This finding was also supported by the qualitative 

discussions which highlighted the importance of equipment being safe and in good 

condition, as well as regularly checked.  

At 83%, the variety of equipment was also considered to be Very important, a finding 

supported by the qualitative discussions with the children, considered in Section 4.2.5 

of this report. 

Community safety concerns rated only fourth on the list of Very important features, 

although this was still highlighted by three quarters (75%) of respondents to the 

online survey. This was also a very strong theme coming out of the qualitative 

discussions with parents, specifically with reference to the Somer Valley Adventure 

Play Park, which some parents described as a site they wouldn’t visit because of its 

reputation for perceived anti-social behaviour in the town. 
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Toilets were the only other feature rated as Very important by a majority of 

respondents, at 54%. However, the qualitative discussions highlighted concerns 

around the use of public toilets, regarding both cleanliness and security. Indeed, 

many parents admitted to using the toilet in the Leisure Centre if they were in the 

area, although there was a concern that this wasn’t appropriate, as the facilities were 

only for Leisure Centre users. A full breakdown of the results to all these features can 

be found in Figure 8, below. 

Food and beverage facilities were rated as Very important by only 12% of 

respondents to the online survey, with a third of respondents rating these as not very 

important at all. The qualitative discussions highlighted the fact that parents are 

concerned about the “pester power” that such facilities have on their children and 

when it comes to refreshments, particularly confectionary, its better to be “out of sight 
and out of mind”. As with the toilets, parents looking for refreshments described using 

either the High Street traders or the Leisure Centres own facilities, suggesting 

additional facilities would be surplus to requirements. 

Figure 8 – Play Park Experience 

 

 

4.2.5 Play Equipment Preferences 

Asked whether they had a preference for traditional play park equipment or 

adventurous activity equipment, the majority of respondents to the online survey 

(71%) indicated a preference for a mixture of both, as shown in Figure 9, below. 
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Figure 9 – Style of Play Park Equipment 

 

Looking at the specific type of play park equipment, respondents to the online survey 

were asked how important they believed a variety of different traditional and 

contemporary adventurous styles are to making the perfect play experience. The 

climbing frame and slide, as well as the tower and slide, were considered Very 

important by the majority of respondents to the online survey, both rated so by over 

50% of respondents. However, it is important to remember that the respondents to 

the online survey were not play park users. Indeed, the seesaw rated third on the list 

by online respondents, whilst it proved to be one of the least interesting pieces of 

equipment when put before the children in the focus groups. A full breakdown of the 

results to the question can be found in Figure 10, below. 
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Figure 10 – Type of Play Park Equipment 

 

In terms of feedback from the people who will be using the equipment, the qualitative 

discussion groups with the school children employed a technique called the 

“Diamond 9”, where the children were asked to rank, in a diamond formation (from 
top to bottom) which types of equipment they found most engaging. Figure 11, below, 

shows two of the Diamond 9 selections taken from the discussions with the children 

at Midsomer Norton Primary School and Fosseway School. 

Figure 11 – Diamond 9 
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Throughout the group discussions, multi-use play equipment featured strongly, as 

children described wanting to be able to do more than one activity. In terms of the 

style of equipment, the feedback both from children and adults supported the findings 

of the online survey, preferring a mixture of traditional and more contemporary styles. 

For the younger children, the physical design of the equipment was less important 

than what they perceived it to be, as they described using towers, bridges and slides 

as castles, boats and spaceships. 

“If there isn’t a good selection of age-appropriate equipment, older children will resort 

to using equipment designed for younger children - this can annoy parents of 

younger children.” 

Focus Group – Midsomer Norton Primary Parent 

 

For the children of Secondary School age it was much harder to discuss specific 

equipment or even styles of equipment as the play park experience was very different 

for them. Older children discussing using the Leisure Centre area of Midsomer 

Norton spoke about the Skate Park, suggesting that if they were interested in the 

Somer Valley Adventure Play Park it would be to socialise with friends, sitting on, 

rather than using, the equipment. 

“For me, it’s not only about going on things - it’s about meeting up with friends and 
having chats.” 

Focus Group – Norton Hill Pupil 

 

For parents, sand and water features represented a particular challenge, with some 

children also expressing concerns about the cleanliness of sand pits. 

“Like to use lots of parks to have variety. Have not been able to visit Norton sports 

centre park since the equipment at the back was ruined. Do not like the front bit 

because of the sand. Do not like parks with sand as makes a mess of kids’ shoes 

and clothes.” 

Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

In addition to the play equipment, the play park surface was also a topic covered in 

the qualitative discussions. The general consensus of opinion was that there isn’t a 
surface that has been invented that isn’t without its problems. Whilst parents enjoyed 
grassy banks, particularly for picnic eating, there was an understanding that after 

inclement weather these could become muddy and dishevelled.  

“Rubber can’t hurt you as much as concrete and it won’t scrape you.” 
 
 Focus Group - Fosseway Pupil 
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Both the parents and children were unsure about woodchip as it quickly becomes 

dirty, is considered to be very difficult to clean and carries the threat of splinters. 

Rubber matt or rubber pellets were considered to be the best of a bad bunch, in that 

they were safe, relatively clean and hard wearing. However, there was a concern that 

they could stain clothes, specifically trainers. 

“In most parks there are wood chippings, but they can turn muddy. You can get a 

burn from rubber matting.”  

Focus Group - MSN Primary Pupil 

 

4.3 Undesirable Play Park Features 

Respondents to the online survey were asked whether there were any play parks 

they chose not to use. Whilst two thirds (66%) indicated that this was not the case, 

15% identified the park at Hillside Crescent as one they chose not to go to, followed 

by 10% of respondents identifying Spencer Drive, Greenacre Road and Clapton 

Road respectively. The Somer Valley Play Park was identified by 8% of respondents 

as being a place respondents chose not to go to, as shown in Figure 12, below. 

Figure 12 – Undesirable Play Parks 

 

 

Having indicated that there were play parks they chose not to visit, respondents to 

the online survey were asked why this was the case. Poorly maintained, damaged 

and unsafe equipment was the most common cause of parents not wishing to access 

play parks, followed by distance to travel and concerns about anti-social behaviour. 
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“We lived near this and the drug’s problem was a massive concern. I repeatedly 
contacted the police as it wasn’t safe due to drugs being done inside the actual play 
area during the day so was afraid to take my children there.” 
 
Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

 

4.3.1 Somer Valley Adventure Play Park 

Looking specifically at the feedback provided about the Somer Valley Play Park, 

respondents to the online survey were quick to highlight how run down the play park 

had become. Concerns were also raised about security, in terms of the lack of 

fencing allowing children to run into the road.  

“Not safe for young children. Too open and easy for kids to run off. No fencing with 
busy road. Sand is quite annoying. Old and not much equipment left.” 
 

Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

There was also criticism of a lack of equipment for pre-school children and the 

cleanliness of the sand pit. Comments were also made about the importance of 

having equipment that was accessible to children and young people with disabilities. 

“I used to use it when my daughter was younger but over the last 3 years it has 

started to look very tired and it can feel quite isolating there, especially around the 

side of the leisure centre which is away from the main entrance. It would be fantastic 

for the town if this play park can be completely upgraded as it would become a place 

to meet with friends with a cafe too.” 
 

Online survey quotation - Parent  
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5 Conclusion  

The qualitative research highlighted that the Leisure Centre in Midsomer Norton and 

the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park, are known within the town as a hub for 

outdoor leisure and recreation, supporting the case for play equipment at the Leisure 

Centre site. Two thirds (66%) of the respondents to the online survey indicated that 

they had used the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park, which is currently out of 

commission. The next most frequently accessed park was West Clewes at 38%, 

followed by the Tom Hyton Park at 30%.  

Respondents to the online survey were asked whether there were any play parks 

they chose not to use. Whilst two thirds (66%) indicated that this was not the case, 

15% identified the park at Hillside Crescent as one they chose not to go to, followed 

by 10% of respondents identifying Spencer Drive, Greenacre Road and Clapton 

Road respectively. The Somer Valley Play Park was identified by only 8% of 

respondents as being a place respondents chose not to go to.  

However, respondents to the online survey were also quick to highlight how run down 

the play park had become. Concerns were also raised about security, in terms of the 

lack of fencing allowing children to run into the road.  

“I used to use it when my daughter was younger but over the last 3 years it has 
started to look very tired and it can feel quite isolating there, especially around the 

side of the leisure centre which is away from the main entrance. It would be fantastic 

for the town if this play park can be completely upgraded as it would become a place 

to meet with friends with a cafe too.” 
 
Online survey quotation – Parent 

 

The qualitative research also highlighted some branding issues associated with the 

Play Park that need addressing. The issue seems to centre on a perception that the 

Leisure Centre in Midsomer Norton and the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park, are 

synonymous with the Skate Park, which sits alongside it. It is important to note that 

fears about anti-social behaviour raised in this study may only be a perception, but 

that perception is critical when residents are making decisions about where to take 

their children to play. 

Investment in the Play Park would give the opportunity to reposition its branding, in 

order to clearly differentiate the Play Park from the Skate Park. The survey 

responses from older children clearly show that they are more interested in a space 

to socialise rather than play on equipment and with the Multi-use Games Area 

already sitting between the Play Park and the Skate Park, separating the two sites in 

the minds of the public should be achievable. 
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Installation of a fence securing the whole Somer Valley Adventure Play Park site 

would not only represent a significant improvement for parents concerned about their 

children leaving the site and potentially running into the road, but would also 

physically separate the Play Park from any associations of anti-social behaviour. 

Improved lighting and CCTV coverage would also help to ensure that the Somer 

Valley Play Park site is shown to be monitored for anti-social behaviour, 

demonstrating to the wider community that the site is secure. 

In terms of facilities to support the park, such as refreshments and toilets, the 

facilities inside the leisure centre were already being accessed by existing users of 

the Somer Valley Adventure Play Park. Although these were not recognised by 

everyone involved in the qualitative discussions, use of the existing provisions was 

considered preferable to the creation of new facilities. Indeed, one of the play park’s 

key benefits is its proximity to Midsomer Norton High Street and local parking 

facilities, highlighting the opportunity presented by the refurbished play park site to 

compliment, rather than compete with existing food and beverage provision, 

something that should be highlighted to business groups in the town. 

Play Equipment 

Looking specifically at the potential investment in play equipment for the park, it’s 

clear that multi-use play equipment, that enables the user to undertake a number of 

activities, such as climbing, sliding or hiding, is preferable. In terms of the style of 

equipment, there was no clear preference for traditional or contemporary, rather that 

the style of facilities children play on, enables them to imagine they were engaging in 

a variety of different environments. Generally, there was little interest in single use 

items, such as a seesaw or climbing wall. 

The surface of the play park was an area that generated a lot of discussion and whilst 

no one specific surface was considered preferable, there was a general interest in 

rubber matting or pellets, as opposed to wood chip or sand, which were both 

considered unclean. Parents also discussed the importance of being able to see their 

children when playing, meaning that any seated area should have good visibility over 

the equipment, particularly for the youngest children. 

The study showed that it was key that the equipment was age relevant and that in 

terms of play park equipment, it is overwhelmingly Primary School age children and 

below, who are interested in accessing it. The discussions with Secondary School 

age children were much more focussed on the Skate Park and using public space to 

socialise with friends. However, discussions around the climbing wall and table tennis 

table indicated that these were of some interest to older children, with the possibility 

of a mini-golf installation at the leisure centre causing particular interest. This study 

has also highlighted the importance of the play equipment being accessible to 

everyone, particularly people with disabilities. 



 
 

Appendix 1 
 
 
 

Outdoor Play Provision in Midsomer Norton / Welton 
Produced by Michael Auton Consultancy 



 

 

Dragonfly Leisure Outdoor Activity / Play provision Audit – Source BANES Play Areas and Playgrounds, and the Let the Kids Loose website 

 

 

Outdoor Play Provision Audit for Midsomer Norton / Radstock 

Location Play Equipment Facilities Images 
Clapton Road 
Play Area, 
MSN, BA3 2LL 

Wicksteed Multi-play 
Unit 
Seating 
Two Flat Seat Swings 
Shelter 
Rocker crew 
Rocker Dragon 
Two Cradle Seat 
Swings 

Small selection of play 
equipment & green space 
Fully enclosed and secure 
Buggy Friendly 
 
Nearest toilets – 
Dragonfly Leisure Centre 
 
Parking – Off road parking 
Sports Centre, Gullock 
Tyning, BA3 2UH. 
 

    
Greenacre 
Play Area, 
Orchard Road, 
MSN BA3 2RB 

Basket Swing 
Toddler Multi-Play 
Unit 
Harlem Unit 
Basketball / Football 
Area 
Two Flat Seat Swings 
Junior Multi-Play Unit 
Buddy Board 

Small selection of play 
equipment 
Basketball Hoop and green 
space 
 
Nearest toilets – no public 
toilets 
 
Parking - There is a car 
park for twenty cars at the 
Orchard Hall adjacent to 
the play park, as well as 
plentiful on-street parking 
on the surrounding roads.  
. a 

 

  



 

 

Dragonfly Leisure Outdoor Activity / Play provision Audit – Source BANES Play Areas and Playgrounds, and the Let the Kids Loose website 

 

 

Hillside 
Crescent Play 
Area, MSN, 
BA3 2ND 

Seating 
Junior Multi-Play Unit 
Picnic Table 
Two Cradle Seat 
Swings 
Pole Spin 
Rocker Car 
Rocker Duck 

Small selection of play 
equipment 
Fenced area 
 
Toilets - No public toilets 
 
Parking - Off Street 
parking, 

 

Monger Lane 
Play Area 
Hallam Close, 
off Monger 
Lane, 
Midsomer 
Norton, BA3 
2FG 

A climbing frame, 
seesaw 
Roundabout 
Rockers 
Small basket swing 
and swings.  
It is fully fenced and 
gated and buggy 
friendly. 

Small selection of play 
equipment 
Brand new play park in 
housing development 
Fully fenced and gated 
 
Nearest public toilet: 
Midsomer Norton Sports 
Centre. 
 
Parking - Free on street 
parking 
2UH. 
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Norton Hill 
Recreation 
Ground, 
Fosseway 
Road, 
Westfield, 
Midsomer 
Norton, BA3 
4BB 

Swings 
Rockers 
Toddler and junior 
climbing frame. 
An accessible 
roundabout 
A rotator and basket 
swing.  
There is a marked 
football pitch with 
goalposts. 

Small selection of play 
equipment 
Fully fenced and gated 
Football pitch with 
goalposts 
Tennis Court 
Basketball Hoop and 
hardstanding 
Outdoor Table Tennis 
table 
 
Toilets – No Public toilets 
 
Parking – Free Off-street 
parking 
 

 

Shakespeare 
Road Play 
Area, 
Midsomer 
Norton, BA3 
3XN 

A floor trampoline 
Swings 
A roundabout  
Several climbing 
structures 

Small selection of play 
equipment 
Floor Trampoline 
Fully fenced and gated 
 
Toilets – No Public toilets. 
 
Parking - Free on street 
parking 
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Somer Valley 
Adventure 
Play and 
Skate Park, 
Gullock 
Tyning, MSN, 
BA3 2UG 

Two Trampolines 
Three Climbing Trees 
Basket Swing 
Cable-Way 
Climbing Unit 
Two Cradle Seat 
Swings 
Embankment Slide 
Fallen Tree & Net 
Two Flat seat Swings 
Paths and walkways 
Seating 
Skate park 
Tunnel 
Twin towers & Slide 
 

Range of play equipment 
Large areas laid to sand 
Large Skate Park 
Buggy friendly paths 
Cafe and Toilets in Sports 
Centre 
 
Nearest public toilet: In 
Midsomer Norton Sports 
Centre, adjacent to park 
 
Parking - Free parking on 
South Road or in the 
sports centre car park 
 

 

Spencer Drive 
Play Area, 
MSN, BA3 
2SZ 

Two cradle seat 
swings 
Two flat seat swings 
Senior multi play unit 
Large climbing frame 
Seating 

Footpath on to Norton-
Radstock Greenway cycle 
path 
 
Toilets- No Public Toilets 
 
Parking – Free off-road 
parking. 
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Saddlestones 
Play Park, 
MSN BA3 2PQ 

Harlem Unit – 
Basketball /football 
Rocker bike 
Rocker pony 
Two flat seat swings 
Senior multi-play unit 
Two cradle Seat 
swings 
Toddler multi-play 
unit 

Small range of play 
equipment 
Large green 
space/recreation area 
Football goalposts 
Buggy friendly 
Dogs allowed (but not in 
play area) 
 
Toilets – No public toilets 
. 
Parking – Free on street 
parking 
 

 

Radstock 
Recreation 
Ground, 
Southfields 
Recreation 
Ground, 
Radstock, BA3 
3NZ 

A small climbing 
frame 
Balance equipment, 
A seesaw 
A basket swing, and 
some rockers. 
Alongside is a BMX 
Track, a Skate Ramp, 
Outdoor Gym 
equipment, a Zip 
Wire and some 
stepping logs and 
boulders 

Small selection of new play 
equipment 
Large playing field 
BMX Track and Skate 
Ramp 
 
Toilets - Nearest public 
toilet are the Tom Hutton 
Park, Somervale 
Road, Radstock, BA3 3TX. 
 
Parking: There is a small 
free car park in the 
Radstock Town Football 
Club grounds that is 
adjacent to the enclosed 
play park 
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Tom Huyton 
Park, 
Somervale 
Road, 
Radstock, BA3 
3TX 

Several toddler 
climbing structures 
Some larger climbing 
frames 
Swings 
A roundabout 
Rockers 
A huge slide tunnel 
structure 
A zip wire  

Broad selection of play 
equipment suitable for a 
wide range of ages 
Public Toilets 
Buggy friendly 
Next to Greenway Cycle 
Track 
Picnic benches 
 
Nearest public toilet: On 
Site 
 
Parking - Parking on site 
 

 

West Clewses 
Recreation 
Ground, North 
Road, 
Midsomer 
Norton BA3 
2QD  

Swings 
A toddler bridge 
A bridge climbing 
structure for older 
children 
Another climbing 
frame for younger 
children.  
A trampoline, 
A rocker 
A rotator 
A seesaw and a 
shelter.  
 

Small selection of play 
equipment & green space 
Sprint track 
Fully enclosed and secure. 
There are two small 
benches within the play 
area, and several picnic 
benches can be found by 
the Clubhouse.  
 
There is also an outdoor 
Gym and a short sprint 
track 
 
Toilets - No Public toilets 
Parking - Parking on site 
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